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Abstract
The complex and fragmented nature of the U.S. equities exchange landscape has given rise to
structural inefficiencies that have created the potential for inherent conflicts of interest between
market participants. The introduction of the Investors Exchange, or IEX, offers the unique
opportunity to evaluate market quality across exchanges with varying design characteristics and
fee structures. As execution quality on a stock exchange cannot be examined independently
of equity market structure, we take a holistic approach: we study four dimensions of market
quality—liquidity, execution costs, price discovery, and market stability—and within each category we examine structural mechanics responsible for observed disparities in execution quality.
We observe a consistent trend in venue stratification by fee structure across a number of market
quality metrics: maker-taker exchanges dominate the U.S. equities trading landscape in market share despite greater adverse selection, less stability around executions, significantly longer
queues at the inside, and a lower probability of execution. This suggests that access fees and
rebates perpetuate economic incentives misaligned with the tenets of best execution, and may
promote activity detrimental to market quality. We employ a publicly available dataset (Daily
TAQ) in an effort to facilitate replication of our metrics, via which market participants can
independently evaluate venue performance.
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1.

Introduction
On June 17, 2016, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission approved the Investors Ex-

change (IEX) after a highly contentious application process, during which the SEC received over
500 comment letters over a 10-month period (SEC, 2016). Not only is IEX the first new U.S.
equities exchange in 6 years, key differences in its design also offer a distinct alternative to the
other exchanges. The introduction of IEX’s unique exchange model to the equities trading landscape provides a valuable opportunity to compare its market quality to that of the other U.S. stock
exchanges, as well as examine the structural characteristics and inefficiencies driving disparities
in performance. In this paper, we evaluate execution quality along four dimensions: liquidity,
execution costs, price discovery, and market stability. We employ a publicly available dataset
(Daily TAQ) in an effort to facilitate replication of our metrics, via which market participants can
independently evaluate execution quality across various venues.
The U.S. equities markets have undergone a metamorphosis over the past few decades, with
IEX’s entrance coming at a time in which trading is highly fragmented and the most sophisticated
market participants compete with each other on speed (Biais & Foucault, 2014; Budish, Cramton,
& Shim, 2015; Goldstein, Kumar, & Graves, 2014; Laughlin, Aguirre, & Grundfest, 2014) and
the ability to predict market moves (Hirschey, 2016). We begin with a bird’s-eye view of the
rich and variable landscape of equities trading. There are a dozen exchanges and more than 30
alternative trading systems (ATSs) operating at any given time. In terms of overall market share,
the exchanges represent approximately 60% of the U.S. equities market while the remaining 40%
trades off-exchange and is reported to the Nasdaq and New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) Trade
Reporting Facilities. More precise statistics for each exchange are provided in Table 1. Within the
exchanges, the most dominant entities are the Nasdaq Stock Market (NSDQ), NYSE, and NYSE
Arca, which each have a market share near or above 10%. The next tier is comprised of Bats EDGX
Exchange and Bats BZX Exchange, which each have a market share between 5% and 8%. IEX falls
within a third cluster of exchanges with market share of approximately 2% to 5%. This cluster
also includes Bats BYX Exchange, NASDAQ BX, and Bats EDGA Exchange. The fourth cluster
of exchanges typically average below 1% and include NASDAQ PSX, NYSE MKT, the Chicago
Stock Exchange (CHX), and the National Stock Exchange (NSX).
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Table 1: Average market share as reported by Bats Global Markets (2017g), both including and
excluding off-exchange trades (which are reported to the Trade Reporting Facilities, or TRFs) for
U.S. stock exchanges operational during the first quarter of 2017. Market share numbers are based
on volume in all sample securities, even those that do not trade on a given venue. NSX ceased
operations on February 1, 2017 (SEC, 2017c).
Exchange

Market Share

Ex-TRF Market Share

9.6
2.7
4.4
6.0
0.4
2.3
6.5
2.0
0.2
14.0
0.0
12.9
0.9

15.5
4.3
7.1
9.6
0.7
3.7
10.6
3.2
0.3
22.6
0.0
20.8
1.5

NYSE Arca
NASDAQ BX
Bats BYX Exchange
Bats BZX Exchange
Chicago Stock Exchange (CHX)
Bats EDGA Exchange
Bats EDGX Exchange
Investors Exchange (IEX)
NYSE MKT
Nasdaq Stock Market (NSDQ)
National Stock Exchange (NSX)
New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)
NASDAQ PSX

Trades in this domain are governed by Regulation National Market System (NMS), which lays
out rules intended to ensure that trades occur at the best available prices (SEC, 2005). This is meant
to protect a market participant from entering into a sub-optimal trade on one venue merely because
they are not aware of (or cannot readily access) a better price available elsewhere. To translate
this intention into a clear rule, Regulation NMS establishes the concept of a “protected quotation,”
which is a quote displayed on an exchange that is immediately and broadly accessible. These
protected quotations are made available in a consolidated form known as the Security Information
Processor (SIP), a real-time data feed that includes all updates to protected quotes. At any given
moment in time, a market participant can determine the best price available among protected
quotations by reference to the SIP. The public price quote generated by the SIP is called the
“National Best Bid and Offer” or NBBO, and represents the highest priced buy order (i.e., bid)
and lowest priced sell order (i.e., offer) across all exchanges. The SIP also reports trade executions.
Regulation NMS decrees that trades cannot occur at prices that are inferior to this best available
price. The regulation can thus be seen as supporting the obligation of brokers to route orders for best
execution, which is both an investor protection requirement and an obligation to “obtain the most
advantageous terms for the customer” (Financial Industry Regulatory Authority, 2015). Factors to
3

consider in assessing best execution include but are not limited to the speed, likelihood of execution,
and price improvement, which is the opportunity for an order to execute at a better price than
what is currently quoted.
While the SIP creates a common reference that all market participants can rely upon, it does
not eliminate asynchrony in the dissemination of market data. The same information that is
disseminated through the SIP is also available through the proprietary direct feeds offered by each
exchange, and participants have several options for accessing these various data sources. Geographic
distances affect the latency of these connections, and the co-location and technology services offered
by some exchanges exacerbate the resulting differences between participant capabilities.
Another important consideration for market participants is a venue’s access fees and rebates.
To attract order flow, many exchanges pay market participants a per-share rebate to provide
liquidity by sending resting orders (which wait on the bid or offer for potential executions). In
this pricing model, the liquidity provider, i.e., maker, receives a rebate when its order eventually
executes, and the taker that trades against the resting order pays an access fee to the exchange.
Brokers typically do not pass these rebates back to their customers, and these fees are capped at
30 mils per share, or $0.003 per share (SEC, 2015a). Pricing can depend on a market participant’s
volume on a given venue, and achieving the most favorable, top-tier rebates is only feasible if the
participant exceeds certain volume thresholds. In contrast to the maker-taker model, some venues
have adopted an inverted, or taker-maker, fee structure. Inverted venues assess a fee to provide
liquidity and pay a rebate to remove liquidity. They include BYX, BX, and EDGA. Of the U.S.
equities exchanges in operation today, IEX is the only one whose pricing structure does not include
rebates. Industry reports have estimated that there are over 800 different pricing tiers—structured
to attract incremental order flow from brokers—available across exchanges today (Popper, 2016).
We summarize only the top-tier access fees and rebates in Figure 1.
Market participants must be diligent in navigating this complex ecosystem and seeking out favorable execution opportunities, but comprehensively evaluating the quality of executions on each
market center can be challenging. Execution quality comprises a number of different aspects, such
as execution price, quantity filled, and cost savings relative to the public price quote. Venue performance can be difficult to assess as it depends in part on brokers’ trading or routing strategies and
their subsequent interactions with a venue. Another important consideration is market structure,
4

Fig. 1. Top-tier exchange access fees and rebates for shares executed at or above $1 by exchange.
Fees are given for Tape A symbols, which are traded by all exchanges other than NYSE MKT.
NYSE MKT only trades Tape B symbols (Bats Global Markets, 2017a, 2017b, 2017c, 2017d;
Chicago Stock Exchange, 2017; IEX Group, Inc., 2017; Nasdaq, Inc., 2017a, 2017b, 2017c; NYSE
Group, Inc., 2017a, 2017b, 2017c). These fees and rebates are for displayed volume only.

as the fragmented exchange landscape has led to increased market complexity. For instance, each
exchange has its own fee structure (as discussed above) as well as its own trading dynamics, which
only further complicate the calculus of routing decisions. These access fees and rebates may create
conflicts of interest for brokers, who must reconcile their own economic incentives with their fiduciary duty to seek the best execution possible for their customers—but best execution is primarily a
principles-based rather than objectively verifiable requirement, and there is no well-defined industry standard when it comes to determining how brokers should route to obtain the most favorable
terms of execution, especially when considering passive limit orders. The role of the stock exchange
in trading has also undergone a transformation. Exchanges have become increasingly reliant on
revenue from tiered access and proprietary market data fees, which segment market participants
into those who possess the sufficient level of technological sophistication to both justify such fees
and to process and respond to the transmitted data with the requisite speed, and those who do
not (Goldstein et al., 2014). Based on these fee and structural differences, each exchange attracts
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different populations of market participants.
Clearly, execution quality on a stock exchange cannot be examined independently of equity market structure. Therefore, we take a holistic view: we study execution quality along four dimensions,
which we describe below.

Liquidity

The Securities Exchange Act of 1934 states, “It is in the public interest and appro-

priate for the protection of investors and the maintenance of fair and orderly markets to assure an
opportunity...for investors’ orders to be executed without the participation of a dealer.” In this
spirit, we interpret liquidity to mean the availability of opportunities for natural investors to trade
with counterparties at stable prices—without the need for a professional intermediary. We compare liquidity across exchanges via proxy measures for natural investor interaction such as overall
volume, block volume (i.e., trades of at least 10,000 shares of stock or at least $200,000 of notional
value), midpoint volume, hidden volume, and average queue size.

Execution costs

The cost of trading reflects the ease with which market participants can execute

transactions. Our primary metric of execution costs is trade markouts—effectively equivalent to
realized spread—which capture the potential gains realizable after a trade for executions where the
resting order can be identified. We also evaluate the likelihood and amount of price improvement,
which occurs when a marketable order receives a better price than what is currently quoted.

Price discovery

Incorporating new information smoothly into prices is a critical function of any

market. We evaluate each venue’s contribution to price discovery via time at the inside quote.
In other situations, such as when the best buy price on one exchange is equal to or exceeds the
best sell price on another (i.e., during locked and crossed markets), the price formation process is
essentially frozen, so we analyze time at the inside quote during these scenarios to determine the
degree to which each exchange may be impeding price discovery in this way.

Market stability

We characterize a stable market as one where market participants can execute

significant volume without excess price fluctuations. Market stability both promotes efficient price
discovery as well as reflects a market participant’s ability to trade at accessible prices. To assess
each venue’s contribution towards NBBO stability (or instability), particularly around trades, we
6

analyze the post-trade price movement of midpoint trades, and the percentage of volume executed
immediately prior to a quote change.

We are particularly interested in how market quality on newly approved IEX compares to
the incumbent U.S. exchanges. Much of the controversy prior to IEX’s approval revolved around
unique features of its market model, such as the IEX point-of-presence (POP) or so-called “speed
bump,” which adds a 350-microsecond delay to all incoming and outbound order messages. IEX
also offers several pegged order types—primary peg, midpoint peg, and discretionary peg—which
are non-displayed with prices that update (up to the limit price, if specified) in response to changes
in the NBBO. IEX consumes direct data feeds from other exchanges in order to update these
pegged orders. The direct feeds are not subject to the speed bump, which allows IEX to update
the prices of resting pegged orders before incoming orders reach the matching engine. Primary
peg and discretionary peg orders are enriched with IEX’s crumbling quote signal, which employs
a probabilistic model to detect impending quote changes. These components of the IEX model
work in concert to deter certain types of predatory trading, in which market participants may
exploit advantages in speed and access in order to execute at stale or soon-to-be stale prices to the
detriment of the resting order. In addition, unlike most other exchanges, IEX does not segregate
access by fees or tiers: it offers a flat fee schedule of free displayed trading and 9 mils per share for
non-displayed executions.
We note that many other analyses of execution quality depend in part on proprietary data
from one or a handful of brokers. Whether such results can be generalized to the broader market
is indeterminable. For example, typical venue analysis conducted by a Transaction Cost Analysis
(TCA) provider relies on a specific client’s trading data. This type of comparison is subject to
biases based on the client’s strategies and trading behavior on different venues. For this reason, we
base this study on publicly available Daily Trade and Quote (TAQ) data, which is accessible by
both academics and industry participants. This renders a comparison of execution quality across
all venues readily reproducible. To further facilitate replication, we include our source code for
each metric (written in the array processing language Q) in an appendix. Our hope is that market
participants, in particular institutional investors and brokers who make decisions regarding venue
selection, apply our methods to independently evaluate execution quality on the various exchanges.
7

Overall, we find that IEX’s market model promotes both rich midpoint liquidity and a stable
market by protecting orders from executing at an imminently stale NBBO. IEX also offers the most
cost-effective executions, with positive trade-to-mid markouts, low effective spread, and the greatest
potential for half-spread price improvement. We observe that fee structure plays a large role in
performance disparities across exchanges, which suggests that access fees and rebates perpetuate
economic incentives misaligned with the tenets of best execution. Our results are summarized in
Table 2.
This paper is organized as follows. We survey related work in Section 2, and describe our
dataset in Section 3. Section 4 discusses our findings on liquidity across venues. Section 5 presents
our results on execution costs. We describe our analyses on price discovery and market stability in
Sections 6 and 7, respectively. We conclude in Section 8.
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Table 2: Overview of our analyses comparing execution quality across U.S. stock exchanges.

Market Stability

Price Discovery

Execution Costs

Liquidity

Feature

Metric

Section

Results

Block Volume

4.1

The largest exchanges by market share (i.e., Nasdaq,
NYSE, Arca, EDGX) also have the largest average daily
block volume

Midpoint Volume

4.2

Approximately 60% of IEX volume trades at the
midpoint, thereby receiving half-spread price
improvement; Nasdaq and IEX rank highest in average
daily midpoint volume

Midpoint Block Volume

4.2

IEX attracts the most midpoint block volume, which is
concentrated primarily in stocks rather than ETFs

Hidden Volume

4.3

Over 70% of volume on IEX is non-displayed, versus less
than 25% on all other exchanges

Queue Size

4.4

Average queue sizes are generally stratified by fee
structure, with the shortest queues on IEX and the
inverted exchanges

Markouts (Realized Spreads)

5.1

IEX and the inverted exchanges offer the most favorable
trade-to-mid markouts, indicating higher potential
profit for resting orders, whereas traders on maker-taker
exchanges are at greater risk of adverse selection

Price Improvement

5.2

IEX offers the greatest potential for price improvement,
most notably relative to the inverted venues which offer
rebates to liquidity takers

Quoted & Effective Spreads

5.3

The maker-taker exchanges offer the narrowest quoted
spreads, but IEX offers the lowest effective spread and
effective-to-quoted spread ratio

Time at Inside

6.1

Nasdaq and Arca contribute the most time and size at
the inside, followed closely by most of the other
maker-taker venues

Locked & Crossed Markets

6.2

Maker-taker exchanges spend the most time at the
inside during locked and crossed markets; in contrast,
IEX and the inverted exchanges are at the inside quote
less than 5% of the time in locked markets, and less
than 12% of the time in crossed markets

Post-Trade Midpoint Movement

7.1

In wider-spread symbols, IEX has the highest
percentage of midpoint volume with no price change
based on snapshots at various times after the trade

Quote Instability

7.2

IEX and the inverted exchanges provide more stability
around trades, with IEX offering the lowest percentage
of midpoint volume within 2 milliseconds of an NBBO
quote change
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2.

Related Work
This paper compares market quality on IEX to that on other exchanges, and furthermore

explores the broader structural mechanics behind certain observed disparities in execution quality.
To our knowledge, no previous work has compared execution quality across the U.S. stock exchanges
after the approval of IEX as an exchange.
While there is substantial literature on the impact of algorithmic trading (i.e., the use of computerized algorithms to automate the process of making trading decisions) on overall market quality (Biais & Foucault, 2014; Brogaard, Hendershott, & Riordan, 2014; Cardella, Hao, Kalcheva,
& Ma, 2014; Goldstein et al., 2014; Hasbrouck & Saar, 2013; Hendershott, Jones, & Menkveld,
2011; Zhang, 2010), these studies generally do not compare performance across venues. Much
of the previous work comparing U.S. stock exchanges analyze only a subset of symbols or exchanges (Bessembinder, 2003; Bessembinder & Kaufman, 1997; Boehmer, 2005; Huang & Stoll,
1996; Peterson & Sirri, 2003).
However, there are a number of prior studies that evaluate execution quality under different fee
structures. Battalio, Corwin, and Jennings (2016) analyze the impact of access fees and rebates
on limit order execution quality. They focus on various measures of execution quality, including
likelihood of a fill, speed of fills, realized spread, and quoted depth, finding that limit order traders
face longer wait times on maker-taker venues than the inverted exchanges. Their results suggest
that routing orders to capture the maximum rebate is detrimental to limit order execution quality.
In a related study, Cardella, Hao, and Kalcheva (2015) employ cross-sectional regression analysis
at the exchange level to show that exchange volume is inversely correlated to the net fee. They
also find that volume on a venue is more sensitive to changes in the taker fee versus the maker
rebate, consistent with the theoretical results of Foucault and Menkveld (2008). Ye and Yao (2014)
examine the impact of relative tick size on liquidity on the inverted venues, finding that slower
traders enter taker-maker markets more frequently than high-frequency traders, as the former
do not have the speed advantages necessary to compete for position at the front of the queue
on maker-taker venues. Harris (2013) discusses the agency problem between brokers and their
customers perpetuated by maker-taker pricing, and finds that the primary effect of maker-taker is
to narrow quoted spreads. Malinova and Park (2015) explore the impact of maker-taker pricing on
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liquidity and volume by analyzing data around the introduction of a maker rebate on the Toronto
Stock Exchange. Their results are consistent with Angel, Harris, and Spatt (2011, 2015), who
posit that competition induces prices to adjust to offset any increase in the maker rebate: quoted
bid-ask spreads are narrowed artificially as traders post quotes in pursuit of liquidity rebates and
avoid marketable orders so as not to pay access fees, and ultimately the net prices are the same on
average as without a maker-taker pricing model.
Other previous work explores a variety of structural features in the exchange landscape and
their impact on market quality, such as the effect of fragmentation (Bennett & Wei, 2006; Foucault
& Menkveld, 2008; O’Hara & Ye, 2011) or market latency (Riordan & Storkenmaier, 2012). Jain
(2003) examines the impact of institutional characteristics on venue performance, finding across a
dataset comprised of 51 stock exchanges from around the world that exchange-design features are
the major determinants of liquidity, as measured via spreads, volatility, and trading turnover.

3.

Data
The majority of our analyses employ trade and quote data from Daily TAQ. This is by design—

our goal is to facilitate the reproducibility of our metrics, as TAQ data is both an industry standard
as well as publicly available across academic and government institutions.1 For supplemental analyses or where a statistic cannot be determined using TAQ data alone, we rely on two additional
sources of data: the published statistics on the SEC Market Structure website2 and internal IEX
data.
As of the end of the first quarter of 2017, there are 12 national stock exchanges in operation.
About 8,000 symbols are traded on any given day across all of these venues. These symbols are
divided into three groups, called tapes, based on where they are listed. Securities that are NYSElisted belong to Tape A, securities that are Nasdaq-listed belong to Tape C, and all the remaining
securities (listed on Arca, MKT, or BZX) belong to Tape B. The New York Stock Exchange only
trades Tape A securities, whereas NYSE MKT only trades Tape B securities. In our metrics, unless
broken out by tape, any percentages are based on all symbols in the dataset, not just those traded
1

We note that although publicly available, Daily TAQ data is not free of charge. At the time of this writing,
ongoing Daily TAQ data costs $3,000 per month (Intercontinental Exchange, 2017).
2
See https://www.sec.gov/marketstructure.
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on a given exchange.
We apply a number of filters (described in the following section) to the TAQ data in order to
best capture the trades and quotes representative of the typical trading experience on a venue while
including as broad a swath of activity as possible. Table 3 summarizes the percentage of volume
and the number of symbols eligible for inclusion in our full dataset, and demonstrates that our
filters preserve the vast majority of both volume and unique symbols on each venue. The National
Stock Exchange ceased operations on February 1, 2017 (SEC, 2017c), and we therefore exclude it
from our dataset. We also exclude both NYSE MKT and CHX from our analyses due to sample
size as well as data robustness concerns: NYSE MKT trades Tape B securities exclusively, and a
significant portion of CHX’s volume is comprised of Contingent Trades which are not representative
of continuous market trading activity.

3.1.

TAQ

We use Daily TAQ data, in which quotes and trades are timestamped to the microsecond. Our
dataset includes 8,522 symbols, of which 1,773 are exchange-traded funds (ETFs) and 6,749 are
corporate equities. The time period of the dataset is the first quarter of 2017 (January 3, 2017
through March 31, 2017). We exclude quotes and trades outside of regular market hours (9:30 AM
to 4:00 PM Eastern Time) and during the opening and closing auctions. We omit quotes and trades
during locked and crossed markets unless otherwise specified, as measurements of market quality
are not meaningful during these “economically nonsensical states” (Holden & Jacobsen, 2014). To
filter out abnormal quotes for metrics benchmarked to the NBBO, we only include quotations for


which the N BO is within the range 13 N BB, 3 N BB , where N BB is the national best bid and
N BO is the national best offer. We also omit instances where either the bid or offer price is 0 or
missing.
We include in our dataset executions that are generally representative of typical trading activity.
To that end, we remove trades with correction indicators not equal to 0 or 1, as well as those with
sale condition codes B, C, G, H, L, M, N, O, P, Q, R, T, U, V, W, Z, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9. We also
omit symbol BRK.A (Berkshire Hathaway Class A stock) from our analyses, as it is atypical in
both price and quantity traded. As a final filter to remove potentially erroneous executions, we
omit trades more than 10% outside the NBBO, or in other words, where the price is not within the
12

Table 3: Percentage of total volume and number of symbols eligible, ineligible, and ineligible if
disregarding auctions from Daily TAQ data for the first quarter of 2017, as based on our filters for
the trades and quotes most representative of a typical trading experience during regular market
hours.
Panel A: Percentage of Volume Eligible/Ineligible
Exchange
ARCA
BX
BYX
BZX
CHX
EDGA
EDGX
IEX
MKT
NSDQ
NSX
NYSE
PSX

Shares Eligible

% Eligible

% Ineligible

% Non-Auction Ineligible

31,682,334,580
11,063,526,974
18,049,417,237
22,432,423,088
281,725,922
9,289,449,412
24,181,876,853
8,030,880,425
563,221,505
46,576,106,472
19,175,637
35,995,661,049
3,463,121,214

78
97
97
88
16
96
87
94
62
78
86
66
89

22
3
3
12
84
4
13
6
38
22
14
34
11

16
3
3
12
84
4
13
6
7
11
14
7
11

Panel B: Number of Symbols Eligible/Ineligible
Exchange
ARCA
BX
BYX
BZX
CHX
EDGA
EDGX
IEX
MKT
NSDQ
NSX
NYSE
PSX

# Eligible

# Ineligible

# Non-Auction Ineligible

8,458
8,162
8,285
8,317
4,117
8,204
8,370
8,138
396
8,425
3,363
3,225
7,147

9
3
6
8
60
7
11
7
0
23
62
3
11

9
3
6
8
60
7
11
7
0
21
62
3
11

range [N BB − 0.1M, N BO + 0.1M ], where M = 21 (N BB + N BO) is the NBBO midpoint at the
time of the trade in question. We do not omit midpoint trades or trades initiated by intermarket
sweep orders in order to assess the full spectrum of standard continuous market trading activity.
Trade-signing algorithms serve to classify individual trades as initiated by a marketable buy
or sell order, which facilitates identification of the resting order. When the initiating direction of
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an execution is necessary, we sign trades by determining whether the trade occurred at the quote
(either the bid or the offer) or inside the NBBO spread. For trades inside the quote, we avoid
making assumptions about the side of midpoint trades, but otherwise sign based on whichever side
is closer (e.g., an execution inside the spread and strictly less than the midpoint would be signed
as a resting buy order that executed against a liquidity-removing seller). We do not compute
statistics that require assumptions about which side is adding liquidity in a midpoint trade, but
instead develop alternative metrics to assess the execution quality of midpoint executions.
Finally, our analysis includes securities in the Tick Size Pilot Program (SEC, 2015b), which
widened the minimum quoting increment in approximately 1,200 symbols to 5 cents starting October 3, 2016. We do so in order to more comprehensively represent the aggregate trading experience
on exchanges. Given the majority of our statistics are volume-weighted, and the tick pilot securities
are generally thinly traded, the inclusion of these symbols is unlikely to have a significant impact
on our qualitative results.

3.2.

SEC MIDAS

Certain metrics such as hidden volume cannot be determined from TAQ data, so we report
statistics from the SEC’s Market Information Data Analytics System, or MIDAS.3 The MIDAS
platform aggregates data from both the consolidated tape as well as individual proprietary data
feeds from each equity exchange. The order and trade messages are timestamped to the microsecond. Each quarter, the SEC uses MIDAS data to generate a variety of summary metrics for each
exchange, if available. For hidden trade and volume statistics on MIDAS, only Arca, BYX, BZX,
BX, EDGA, EDGX, NYSE, NYSE MKT, Nasdaq, and PSX report trades against hidden orders.
Only trades and orders between 9:35 AM to 4:00 PM Eastern Time are included in the calculation.
For this study, we report the most recent published statistics from the SEC, which is from the
fourth quarter of 2016 (i.e., October 3, 2016 through December 30, 2016).
As of the end of the first quarter of 2017, IEX remains excluded from the SEC’s publicly
available MIDAS statistics.4 Therefore to compute hidden volume metrics for IEX, we extract IEX
3

See http://www.sec.gov/marketstructure/midas.html.
IEX currently only provides top of book data in its feed, but depth of book data is required to compute the
measures available via the SEC Market Structure website (SEC, 2017a). We note that IEX plans to launch a depth
of book data feed (“DEEP”) in the second quarter of 2017 (SEC, 2017d).
4
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data that matches the available SEC MIDAS data: we analyze all IEX trades between 9:35 AM
and 4:00 PM Eastern Time from the fourth quarter of 2016.

3.3.

IEX Stream

IEX maintains a record of messages that have passed through its trading system dating back
to its launch as an ATS on October 25, 2013. This data store includes but is not limited to
information on new order messages, order cancellation requests, execution reports, market data
received from other exchanges, and child orders sent by the router to other exchanges. All these
messages are sequenced and processed by all applications within the IEX trading system in a
consistent, deterministic order. While this data would be sufficient to conduct many of the analyses
contained in this paper, we choose to use public data sources wherever possible in order to facilitate
reproduction of our statistics.
We supplement our TAQ-based analyses with a number of statistics computed using internal
IEX data: hidden trade and volume percentages (Section 4.3), as well as price improvement via
the IEX router (Section 5.2).
For price improvement, we restrict our analysis to fill messages for liquidity-removing orders
sent to the IEX router. The included date range is the first quarter of 2017. To match the TAQ
data as closely as possible, we omit trades outside of regular market hours, we exclude BRK.A,
and we filter out trades more than 10% outside the NBBO, as defined above. We apply the same
constraints regarding locked and crossed markets, and well-defined bid and offer prices.

4.

Liquidity
The liquidity available on a market is a crucial reflection of its properties. A fair and healthy

market should attract natural trading interest, and one can see strong indications of this by examining its liquidity. A venue’s market share (Table 1) is a passable starting benchmark, since
“liquidity begets liquidity.” However, given the fee structures present in equities, in which traders
are incentivized by rebates to add liquidity on certain venues over others, in order to evaluate
comparative market quality it is necessary to consider liquidity not only in quantity but also in
quality.
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In this section, we examine several features of the liquidity on IEX as compared to other markets.
We find that the nature of IEX’s liquidity is rather unique. It is characterized by a relatively high
prevalence of large trades (Section 4.1), a concentration of midpoint trading (Section 4.2), and
a preponderance of hidden volume (Section 4.3). We believe these are positive indications that
natural trading interest is well-represented on the IEX platform. Finally, we analyze average queue
size to determine the accessibility of liquidity on each venue (Section 4.4).

4.1.

Block Volume

A trade is classified as a block trade if it consists of at least 10,000 shares of stock or at least
$200,000 of notional value. Block trading represents an opportunity for investors to make large-

scale transactions in a stock while minimizing the number of executions required to do so. In
Figure 2, we compare block trading on IEX to block trading on other exchanges. We find the
largest quantity of block volume on the largest exchanges (Nasdaq, NYSE, Arca, and EDGX), but
IEX has the same block ADV (average daily volume) as BZX, a venue with approximately triple
its market share.
There is one technical caveat that complicates this comparison as well as other metrics that
focus on large trades. In the TAQ database, NYSE trades are “bunched” when reported, meaning
that several trades are aggregated into one report. This occurs when a larger order arrives and
trades against several smaller orders resting on NYSE’s order book. For example, a buy order for
500 shares at $10 may arrive and trade separately against two sell orders each for 200 shares at $10
and another sell order for 100 shares at $10. This activity will be reported as a 500 share trade at
$10 at NYSE, whereas the other exchanges will report each individual trade (i.e., two trades of 200

shares each and one trade of 100 shares). This practice obscures the sizes of the individual trades
and artificially inflates trade sizes on NYSE as compared to other venues. This distortion should
therefore be kept in mind while interpreting the data.
In Figure 3, we break down symbols by tape and examine what percentage of volume on each
venue in each tape is comprised of blocks. For Tape A symbols, NYSE is notably higher than
other exchanges, but as discussed above, this may not be representative of their true block volume
percentage due to bunching. Arca has a higher block percentage in Tape B, whereas IEX and PSX
have comparably high block volume percentages in Tape C securities. We observe that in general
16

Fig. 2. Average daily block volume and block volume as a percentage of total volume, by exchange.

Fig. 3. Block volume as a percentage of total volume, by tape and exchange. Note that NYSE only
trades Tape A securities.

blocks constitute a larger fraction of volume on venues such as IEX and EDGX, in contrast to BYX
and BX.

4.2.

Midpoint Volume

Given the non-displayed nature of resting midpoint liquidity, midpoint trading provides a useful
option for large investors to opportunistically source liquidity without revealing their intention to
buy or sell to the broader market. Therefore, trading at the midpoint can be an effective way
for investors to obtain fills without either having to cross the full spread or having to reveal their
trading interest to market participants.
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The design of IEX includes many features that facilitate healthy and robust midpoint trading.
Orders resting at the midpoint on IEX are protected by the speed bump in the sense that new
market information (i.e., a change in the NBBO) is reflected in the resting prices of such orders
on par or faster than the fastest market participants—in other words, before informed incoming
traders can interact with these orders. This prevents a phenomenon known as stale quote arbitrage,
which we define below.

Stale quote arbitrage

Trading at a favorable price against a resting order in the brief window

after an NBBO change but before the market center has received and/or processed the NBBO
change. For example, immediately after witnessing a down-tick, selling stock against a midpoint
pegged buy order at the stale higher midpoint price on a trading venue that has yet to receive the
information of the stock’s down-tick.

However, changes in the NBBO often appear as a multi-step process: venues at the inside may
desert the NBB one by one, for example, until it finally ticks downward. Other market participants
may observe this shuffling and may probabilistically predict price changes before these movements
actually occur. This enables them to submit liquidity-taking orders at soon-to-be-stale prices before
any venue (even one with a speed bump) can process the still-pending price change, as in crumbling
quote arbitrage which is defined below.

Crumbling quote arbitrage

Trading at a favorable price against a resting order by recognizing

that the NBBO is very likely in the process of changing (but hasn’t actually changed yet). For
example, immediately after witnessing 5 of 6 bids disappear across the market in close succession,
attempting to sell stock against a midpoint pegged buy order at the soon-to-be-stale midpoint price.

To enhance protection against this kind of adverse selection, IEX developed its own probabilistic
model, called the crumbling quote signal, for predicting when a price change is imminent. When the
model predicts that a price change is likely to occur, the crumbling quote signal becomes “active.”
This period lasts for 2 milliseconds following the prediction and only affects trading at the current
price level and side, so it effectively ends when either the price changes or the 2-millisecond window
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(a) Midpoint Volume

(b) Midpoint Block Volume

Fig. 4. Average daily midpoint volume and midpoint volume as a percentage of total volume, by
exchange, on the left; average daily midpoint block volume, by exchange and whether stock versus
ETF, on the right.

expires, whichever comes first. The crumbling quote signal is embedded into the IEX discretionary
peg order type and prevents a resting buy order, for example, from “stepping up” to the midpoint
while the signal is active at the current price. During these scenarios, the order may still trade
at the near side of the NBBO (NBB for buy orders, NBO for sell orders), but it will not exercise
discretion in trading at any price more aggressive. This kind of protection has recently been
extended to primary peg orders. Functionality is analogous to the discretionary peg order, except
primary peg orders are prevented from stepping up to the near side during periods when the signal
is active.
Considering that these tools are in place to enable successful midpoint and other non-displayed
trading, it is no surprise that a large share of midpoint trading across the market occurs on IEX,
as evidenced in Figure 4(a). In terms of average daily midpoint volume, IEX is the second largest
exchange. If we consider the percentage of each exchange’s volume that trades at the midpoint, we
see that IEX has the largest percentage.
Another promising feature of midpoint trading on IEX is that it often attracts large blocks. If
we consider midpoint block volume by exchange during the continuous session, IEX has the highest
volume overall, as shown in Figure 4(b). Notably, the composition of large midpoint volume on
IEX is dominated by stocks rather than ETFs, which may reflect the presence of large natural
investor interest on IEX.
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4.3.

Hidden Volume

We now examine the nature of all hidden liquidity, not just at the midpoint, on IEX as compared
to other venues. Since hidden volume is not demarcated on the tape, we must rely on alternate
sources of data. The SEC Market Structure website publishes a number of metrics by exchange on
a quarterly basis, including the hidden trade rate and the hidden volume percentage. As IEX is
not currently included in the SEC’s publicly available MIDAS statistics, we apply the SEC Market
Activity Report Methodology (SEC, 2017b) to IEX data. We measure the hidden trade rate, which
is the number of trades against hidden orders divided by the total number of all trades, and the
hidden volume percentage, or the volume against hidden orders divided by the total volume.
The disproportionate amount of hidden volume on IEX, as evidenced in Figure 5, suggests that
the availability of liquidity on IEX is largely unrelated to the presence of a displayed quote at the
NBBO, as IEX generally spends less time at the inside quote than other venues (a phenomenon
we discuss in depth in Section 6.1). This suggests that optimal routing strategies should consider
the hidden liquidity profiles of venues, which might call for order allocation even in the absence of
a displayed quote. Not doing so may represent a significant opportunity cost, due to forfeiting the
half-spread price improvement possible when executing at the midpoint.

(a) Hidden trade percentage

(b) Hidden volume percentage

Fig. 5. Daily hidden trade and volume rates over the fourth quarter of 2016 as the percentages
of total trades and volume, respectively. IEX statistics are computed based on internal IEX data;
data for other exchanges is from the SEC Market Structure website.
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4.4.

Queue Size

Another component of liquidity is the probability of execution, which depends in large part on
two factors: the queue size or the aggregate quantity available at a price level, and the economics
of the liquidity remover. The larger the queue, the longer it will take for an order joining the end
of the queue to begin receiving fills. The higher the fee charged to the liquidity remover on an
exchange, the lower the probability that a remover will choose that exchange. All things being
equal, a trader would prefer to post an order on a venue with a shorter queue to one with a longer
queue.
TAQ data does not offer order-level information, but what we can see are the aggregate sizes
available, by venue, at the inside quote. In order to estimate queue size with a statistic that
is reproducible with publicly available data, we compute the quoted depth, or the average size
available during the day at the NBBO. More specifically, we take the average of the quoted size at
the National Best Bid and the quoted size at the National Best Offer, for each venue.
Figure 6 illustrates the average queue size at the NBBO by exchange. We note that since our
queue size statistic is based on all symbols in our dataset, and NYSE trades Tape A securities
exclusively, this measure underestimates the queue size on NYSE in Tape A symbols. Regardless,
we find a direct relationship between fee structure and queue size. In line with the quoted depth
results from Battalio et al. (2016), the queue sizes on the inverted venues and IEX are significantly

Fig. 6. Queue size, as measured by average size available at the NBBO, by exchange.
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smaller than those of the maker-taker exchanges—with the sole exception of PSX, which is most
likely due to its size given it is the smallest venue by market share. Still, despite being a fraction
of BX, BYX, and EDGA, PSX’s queue size is comparable.
Shorter queue sizes generally reflect less competition at the inside, which means that IEX and
the inverted exchanges should be desirable for market participants who prioritize probability of
execution for limit orders. What we find indicates that market participants are choosing to join a
longer line, with an accordingly lower probability of fill. We observe that the longest queues to buy
or sell shares are at the exchanges that offer the highest rebates (and in turn charge the highest fees
to remove liquidity). This suggests that rebates may induce brokers to direct passive order flow to
the standard maker-taker exchanges, even when those venues are already densely populated with
resting orders and consequently offer a lower probability of execution.

5.

Execution Costs
Execution costs are an important indicator of market quality on a venue, as they reflect both

the ease with which market participants can complete transactions, as well as the profits potentially
achievable after executions. We start our discussion of execution costs by surveying the explicit
cost of trading. Due to the current fee-rebate paradigm, per-share trading cost of a given venue
is largely dependent on the active-to-passive ratio of market participants. In the context of this
discussion, a participant is considered active 100% of the time if all its traded shares removed
liquidity. Conversely, if all its traded shares added liquidity, the participant is 100% passive.
The rate at which market participants add or remove liquidity determines how expensive or
inexpensive a venue may be for them to use. For example, for a participant that removes liquidity
100% of the time, the cheapest venue is the one with the lowest cost to take. Conversely, for a
participant that adds liquidity 100% of the time, the cheapest venue is the one with the highest
rebate.
To evaluate the cost of a venue, we estimate the blended cost of each exchange, which takes
into account access fees and rebates, the active-to-passive ratio, and the cost of displayed versus
non-displayed executions. Exchange fee schedules are complex and vary by characteristics such as
volume, tape, price, and lit versus dark. Generally, most fee schedules are “tiered,” offering varied
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(a) Top Tier

(b) Basic Tier

Fig. 7. Blended cost of execution by exchange and fee schedule tier (top tier and basic tier). Our
estimate of blended cost takes into account access fees and rebates, the active-to-passive ratio, and
non-displayed trading. We use fees and rebates for Tape A symbols with share price above $1, and
midpoint fee schedules in conjunction with the hidden volume rates from Section 4.3.

pricing based on volume thresholds that are unique to a given venue. Tiers typically manifest
themselves in higher rebates and/or lower fees for the highest volume participants.
In order to generalize venue costs, several assumptions are required. First, we use the top tier
and basic tier fee schedules to demonstrate the potential spectrum of execution costs. Second,
pricing often varies depending on tape and share price (e.g., whether above or below $1). For our
estimate of blended cost, we use fees and rebates associated with Tape A symbols whose share
price is at least $1 to create the most inclusive dataset, since NYSE only trades Tape A securities.
Third, another factor in pricing is whether volume is displayed or non-displayed. We use the hidden
volume rate discussed in Section 4.3 to determine the relative weights to apply to the displayed
versus the non-displayed fee schedules. Finally, we apply each exchange’s midpoint fee schedule to
the non-displayed portion of exchange volume. In practice, given that the vast majority of exchange
volume is displayed (with the exception of IEX), the impact of midpoint versus other non-displayed
pricing is fairly negligible. Furthermore, IEX assesses the same fee for any non-displayed volume,5
so no distinction is necessary.
Our results are shown in Figure 7. Unsurprisingly, 50% is the point at which maker-taker and
5

See https://www.iextrading.com/trading/#fee-schedule.
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Table 4: Example of blended cost, expressed in mils per share, based on the active-to-passive ratio
and pricing tier reached.
Tier
Basic Top
Active-to-Passive Ratio (Remove % / Add %)

75% / 25%
25% / 75%

14.8
−2.6

11.0
−9.6

inverted venues intersect, and one group becomes preferable from a pure economics perspective. It
is important to note that this analysis assumes the volume of a given participant is in line with
an exchange’s overall lit-to-dark liquidity ratios. For example, a midpoint strategy interacting on
NYSE Arca would receive lower rebates for adding liquidity than a strategy focused on posting
displayed quotes.
In light of these results, we posit that, given today’s exchange economics, a particular venue
cannot be considered cheap or expensive without the proper context of “for whom” and “under what
circumstances.” As an example, Table 4 shows a simple matrix of the blended cost a given broker
may receive, based on two dimensions: the active-to-passive ratio and the pricing tier reached. In
this example, we assume that volume is distributed across exchanges proportional to each venue’s
market share. A broker removing liquidity 75% of the time and paying the basic-tier rates would
pay an average of 14.8 mils per share. Conversely, a broker adding liquidity 75% of the time and
receiving top-tier rates would receive a rebate of approximately 10 mils per share. This considerable
per-share differential of 25 mils indicates that trading fees alone cannot be the sole determinant of
execution cost.
We therefore evaluate execution costs in a number of different ways. We focus on trade markouts,
which are effectively equivalent to realized spreads (Section 5.1). We also evaluate the likelihood
and amount of price improvement (Section 5.2), which occurs when a marketable order receives
a better price than what is currently quoted. Finally, we compare three additional proxy measures of execution costs: quoted spread, effective spread, and the effective-to-quoted spread ratio
(Section 5.3).
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5.1.

Markouts & Realized Spread

Generally speaking, trading is a zero-sum game in the short-term. As a result, it follows
that the most straightforward way to measure the quality of an execution strategy would be to
simply measure its profitability. Unfortunately, since many trading strategies open positions on one
market and close on another, or close much later in time, it is often difficult to directly measure the
profitability of a specific trade as an outside observer. Further, if a position is held for a substantial
amount of time, the data may be influenced by many variables and thereby may become noisy very
quickly.
To address these challenges, we examine trade markouts as a measure of execution quality. The
premise of a trade markout is that for each individual execution, we measure the profitability of
that execution had it been closed out at some assumed price after a certain fixed amount of time
has elapsed. Depending on the amount of time chosen, as well as the type of close-out price chosen,
we can measure the potential profitability of various trading scenarios. As such, markouts are an
extremely versatile metric, and we consider them a key statistic in evaluating execution quality.
There are many reasonable and potentially interesting variations of markouts to explore. Reasonable variations, depending on the goal of the analysis, include:
 Using the midpoint of the NBBO as the close-out price.
 Using the midpoint of the NBBO at the time of execution instead of the execution price.
 Using the far price (i.e., NBB for an incoming seller, NBO for an incoming buyer) as the

close-out price.
 Incorporating exchange fees into the prices to measure all-in profit or loss.
 Measuring markouts in basis points as opposed to mils.

For the purposes of this study, we compare an execution’s trade price to the midpoint of the
market at various future points in time, as the NBBO midpoint provides a neutral indicative price
at which a trader would reasonably expect to exit a position given the current state of the market.
By using the NBBO midpoint we can thus achieve a measure of expected short-term trading gains
per share executed.
A positive markout suggests that if the trade was the opening of a position, that position could
have been closed out for a profit at this point in the future. Conversely, a negative markout suggests
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the presence of adverse selection—the trade likely resulted in an effective loss. Informed traders
impose adverse selection costs by selling to (buying from) a resting buy (sell) order shortly before
prices fall (rise).
We observe that trade markouts, which are widely used in the industry, are equivalent to realized
spreads, which are commonly reported in the literature. Realized spreads differ solely semantically
from markouts in that the side is defined relative to the liquidity taker (e.g., a markout defined
for a resting buy order is the same as realized spread defined for a seller-initiated trade). As with
markouts, realized spread can be used to measure losses systematically incurred from providing
liquidity to better informed traders (Bessembinder & Venkataraman, 2010).

5.1.1.

Definitions

We denote Mt as the NBBO midpoint for a given symbol at time t,
1
Mt = (N BBt + N BOt )
2

(1)

where NBB is the National Best Bid, or the highest bid price across all exchanges, and NBO is
the National Best Offer, or the lowest available offer price across all exchanges. We then define the
trade markout (marked to the midpoint) for an execution i at time t as follows:

δmarkout =




M

t+τ

− pi,t



pi,t − Mi,t+τ

for buy orders
(2)
for sell orders

where pi,t is the execution price of trade i, and τ > 0 is some fixed time interval. As we cannot
always infer the direction of trades (i.e., whether the liquidity remover was a buyer or seller)
happening inside the NBBO, we need to restrict this statistic to executions at the NBB or NBO.
In other words, we compute markouts from the perspective of the liquidity adder (i.e. the resting
order) for buy orders where pi,t = N BBt and sell orders where pi,t = N BOt . We volume-weight
markouts by the shares executed in the trade.
In order to scale the dollar amounts for better comparison across exchanges, we also compute
the relative markout, which is the markout divided by the NBBO midpoint at the time of trade.
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More formally, we define the relative markout δ%markout for a trade i that executed at time t as
follows:
δ%markout



 Mt+τ − pi,t

Mt
=


 pi,t − Mt+τ
Mt

for buy orders
(3)
for sell orders

We note that the realized spread of a trade, similar to markouts, is the side-adjusted difference
between the execution price and the NBBO midpoint M some time τ after the trade. Unlike
markouts, however, it is defined relative to the trade-initiating order. More formally, realized
spread δrealized for a given trade i executing at time t can be defined as follows:

δrealized =




2 (Mt+τ − pi,t )

for seller-initiated trades



2 (pi,t − Mt+τ )

for buyer-initiated trades

(4)

The trade markout is thus equivalent to the realized half spread, or δmarkout = 21 δrealized .
5.1.2.

Results

The SEC’s definition of realized spreads, as codified in Rule 605 of Regulation NMS (SEC, 2005),
sets τ to 5 minutes after the time of trade. This assumes that the liquidity provider closes out its
position within that time frame, but five minutes is an unduly long interval given the high-speed
nature of today’s trading environment, in which many of the informational advantages that exist
are measured in milliseconds. To take into account market participants’ varying trading horizons,
we compute markouts for τ ∈ {1ms, 10ms, 100ms, 1s, 5s, 10s, 20s, 30s, 1min, 5min} after each trade.
These time intervals are also in line with previous work (Conrad, Wahal, & Xiang, 2015).
As evidenced in Figure 8(a), there is a dramatic difference in markouts across different exchanges. Of particular note, there is a substantial gap between the three exchanges at the top of
the chart (IEX, BX, and BYX), and the five exchanges at the bottom of the chart (NYSE, NYSE
Arca, Nasdaq, BZX, and EDGX). The difference between these two groups of exchanges is on the
scale of 40 to 50 mils per share, even just 1 millisecond post-trade. In other words, on average,
immediately after receiving an execution on one of the standard maker-taker exchanges, a trader is
half a cent worse off per share than they would have been had their order been executed on IEX, BX,
or BYX. While this notion may be intuitive and unsurprising to experienced market practitioners,
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(a) Trade Markouts

(b) Markouts including Top-Tier Fees

(c) Relative Markouts

Fig. 8. Variants of trade markouts, measured from the liquidity adder’s perspective as the difference
between the trade price and the NBBO midpoint some time post-trade for executions at the NBBO.
Estimation of fees assessed by exchange is based on top-tier Tape A fees for displayed shares
executed at or above $1 (Figure 1).

if one takes a step back, it illustrates a major problem with the current market structure. Because
NMS considers all exchanges at the NBBO to be equally protected regardless of fee structure, and
because explicit trade execution costs on exchanges are typically absorbed by brokers rather than
by the end beneficiary of the trade, brokers have a clear economic incentive to route passive or-
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der flow to traditional maker-taker exchanges, which provide them with rebates of approximately
20–30 mils per share but lead to an average implicit cost to their customers of as much as 50 mils
per share. Yet the significantly longer average queue sizes at the largest maker-taker venues (as
discussed in Section 4.4) illustrate the degree to which some brokers prioritize rebate accrual over
probability of execution—many market participants would rather receive a rebate to join a long
line at these maker-taker exchanges than post on a venue with shorter queues.
We can draw similar conclusions from our results for both markouts net of top-tier fees and
rebates, as well as relative markouts (Figures 8(b) and 8(c), respectively). Evaluating markouts
including fees and rebates allows us to determine whether rebates compensate for inferior execution
quality on the high-fee venues. We observe that markouts across exchanges do not fully converge
over time, indicating that rebates, even if passed on to the customer, may not provide adequate
compensation depending on a market participant’s trading horizon (similar to results by Battalio
et al. (2016)). Relative markouts are normalized by the NBBO midpoint, and we observe a similar
trend in which trades on the inverted exchanges and IEX offer much higher potential profitability
than executions on the maker-taker venues, for nearly all time intervals.

5.2.

Price Improvement

When making the decision to cross the spread with an aggressive order and trade immediately,
a broker can take several factors into account. If the order is large relative to the number of
shares available at the inside across the market, most brokers route to multiple trading venues
simultaneously in order to capture as much liquidity as possible. If the order is small relative to
the aggregated quote, the broker may decide where to route based on a tiebreaker. Oftentimes,
the number one determining factor in this equation is simple trade execution economics; in other
words, the broker routes to the venue with the lowest removal fee (or highest rebate, in the case of
inverted exchanges).
Another common factor is the likelihood of price improvement. Price improvement refers to the
situation where an aggressive order is filled at a price strictly better than the inside quote: in the
case of an aggressive buy (sell) order, receiving a fill at a price lower (higher) than the NBO (NBB).
Price improvement and the effective-to-quoted spread (which we discuss in Section 5.3) are often
cited by retail brokers as two of the primary statistics used to evaluate execution quality (Charles
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Fig. 9. Price improvement, as based on the definition by Bats Global Markets (2017f), by exchange.

Schwab & Co., Inc., 2017; E*TRADE, 2017; Fidelity, 2017; Scottrade, 2017; TD Ameritrade, 2017).
Following the definition by Bats Global Markets (2017f), we compute per-share price improvement as the difference between the trade price and the NBO (NBB) for buy (sell) orders:

PI =




N BOt − pi,t

for buy orders



pi,t − N BBt

for sell orders

(5)

To determine aggregate price improvement, we volume-weight the price improvement for a given
execution by the trade size. A positive price improvement value indicates the trade occurred at
a price better than the far side of the NBBO. Note that negative price improvement is possible,
as in the case when an order executes outside the NBBO quote. Figure 9 illustrates the overall
per-share price improvement on each exchange, as computed based on the methodology described
by Bats Global Markets (2017f). We note that this is based on TAQ data, and as such calculates PI
for all volume, as we cannot distinguish spread-crossing orders from those targeting the midpoint.
We find that IEX offers the most price improvement—more than double that available on the next
highest venue, Nasdaq. This is in no small part due to IEX’s rich midpoint liquidity (Section 4.2),
as midpoint trades also represent a powerful tool for half-spread price improvement.
In a second, complementary approach, we assess price improvement via data from the IEX
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Table 5: Price improvement metrics by exchange. IEX router volume is the total volume routed
and executed at each venue by the IEX order router. PI% is the percentage of volume receiving
positive price improvement. PI is the total price improvement obtained, summed over all priceimproved executions, in mils per share. Average PI is the expected price improvement per trade
in mils per share, computed as the likelihood of price improvement (PI%) multiplied by the total
price improvement obtained (PI).
Exchange
ARCA
BX
BYX
BZX
EDGA
EDGX
IEX
NSDQ
NYSE
PSX

IEX Router Volume

PI%

PI (mils/share)

Avg. PI (mils/share)

402,400,350
80,081,908
154,481,515
148,110,990
26,336,597
212,111,276
281,051,416
461,282,320
579,631,179
29,169,849

4.9
7.1
6.1
6.6
5.6
4.1
10.9
6.4
4.7
4.4

117
134
172
114
140
118
169
151
103
88

5.8
9.5
10.4
7.5
7.8
4.8
18.4
9.7
4.9
3.9

router,6 as this allows us to restrict the PI computation to spread-crossing orders only. The router
is designed to always send aggressive child orders at the current or prevailing inside of the market,
taking into account its previous actions. As such, we measure price improvement in this metric
relative to the child order’s limit price. Some order routers specifically check markets at the
midpoint prior to crossing the spread as a general rule of thumb, whereas other routing strategies
may prioritize venues where price improvement is more likely. The IEX router both interacts with
liquidity resting on IEX as well as sweeps all markets displaying protected quotes. Thus we can
assess and compare price improvement across venues by analyzing orders routed to each exchange
from the IEX order router. Table 5 summarizes a number of price improvement metrics across the
various exchanges. It is important to note that the IEX router exclusively sends spread-crossing
orders, so its price improvement can be considered serendipitous: the router was willing to pay the
full spread, but it received a better price than it expected.
In both analyses, we find a higher potential for price improvement on IEX versus the other
venues, but most notably versus the inverted exchanges. This is significant in light of the opportunity to capture rebates when taking liquidity on the inverted venues, as a broker is in effect deciding
whether to prioritize its own economics or to seek out an opportunity for price improvement for its
6

See https://iextrading.com/trading/router.
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client.

5.3.

Quoted & Effective Spread

Quoted spread, defined as the difference between the bid and offer prices, is the simplest measure
of execution costs. It reflects the cost of both buying and selling a security, if trades are executed
at the quoted prices (Bessembinder & Venkataraman, 2010). More formally, the quoted spread on
a given exchange e at time t is defined as follows:

δquoted = BOte − BBte

(6)

where BBte is the best (highest) bid price and BOte is the best (lowest) offer price. Wider quoted
spreads may reflect greater adverse selection (Glosten & Milgrom, 1985). We measure quoted
spread at the time of trade on each venue, excluding executions for which the quoted spread is not
defined (i.e., when a market center’s BBO does not exist).
Another measure of trading costs is effective spread, which focuses on the quote midpoint in
effect at the time of trade relative to the execution price. The closer the two prices, the narrower
the effective spread. Effective spread can be interpreted as the cost paid when an incoming order
executes against a resting order, and unlike quoted spread it captures other features of a market
center, such as hidden and midpoint liquidity as well as market depth (Riordan & Storkenmaier,
2012). Following Bats Global Markets (2017f), we define the effective spread for a trade i that
occurred at time t as:
δeffective = 2 |pi,t − Mt |

(7)

The effective-to-quoted spread ratio, or E/Q ratio, is calculated by dividing a market center’s
effective spread by the NBBO quoted spread at the time of trade:

EQ =

2 |pi,t − Mt |
N BOt − N BBt

(8)

The E/Q ratio is 1 when an order is executed exactly at the NBBO quote; a lower effective-to-quoted
spread ratio reflects executions at prices better than the NBBO. We report the volume-weighted
E/Q ratio for each exchange.
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(a) Quoted Spread

(b) Effective Spread

(c) Effective/Quoted Spread Ratio (E/Q)

Fig. 10. Quoted spread, effective spread, and the effective-to-quoted spread ratio (computed as the
effective spread divided by the NBBO quoted spread at the time of trade), by exchange.

Figure 10 shows the volume-weighted quoted and effective spreads for each exchange, as well
as the E/Q ratio. We observe the narrowest quoted spread on the largest venues (NYSE, Arca,
Nasdaq, BZX, and EDGX). We find the widest quoted spread on BX and PSX, followed by IEX,
EDGA, and BYX. PSX is an exception due to its low market share (Table 1), but otherwise the
list of wide-spread venues includes all the inverted exchanges (i.e., BYX, BX, EDGA) and IEX.
This result is intuitive, as the economic incentives of access fees mean that brokers are more likely
to add liquidity on maker-taker exchanges, thereby narrowing quoted spreads on those venues.
Effective spread is a better measure of the cost of trading than quoted spread (Bessembinder
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& Venkataraman, 2010), and we can see in Figure 10(b) that IEX has the lowest effective spread
across all exchanges. Lower effective spread indicates that orders on IEX tend to execute close to
or at the NBBO midpoint at a greater rate than orders on other exchanges. This result is in line
with execution quality statistics reported by Bats Global Markets (2017e).7 We also find that IEX
offers the lowest E/Q ratio across all exchanges (Figure 10(c)); on average, IEX’s effective spread
is approximately 40% as wide as the NBBO quoted spread at the time of trade.

6.

Price Discovery
Price discovery, which is the process by which prices incorporate new information, is a critical

function of any market. Given the widespread fragmentation of trading across multiple exchanges
and dark pools (O’Hara & Ye, 2011), it is important to identify the venues that are the largest
contributors to the price formation process. We compare exchanges across a number of metrics
to assess their contribution to price discovery, including time and size at the inside in general
(Section 6.1) and time at the inside during locked and crossed markets (Section 6.2).

6.1.

Time at Inside

To investigate each exchange’s contribution to price discovery, one measure is to compare the
percentage of time and size at the inside or at the NBBO (i.e., when the exchange is on either the
NBB or the NBO, or both) by exchange. The more often an exchange is at the inside, the greater
its contribution to price discovery across all markets. Therefore, we compute the following metrics:
 the equal-weighted percentage of time an exchange is at the inside,
 the volume-weighted percentage of time an exchange is at the inside,
 the equal-weighted percentage of size an exchange has available at the inside, and
 the volume-weighted percentage of size an exchange has available at the inside.

We measure the total time an exchange is at either the bid or the offer, or both, in a given symbol,
and divide by total time in the trading day. To capture how many shares are available at the inside
7
Bats maintains an “Execution Quality” metric that they publicize on their website. Their measure of effective
spread compares the execution price against the NBBO midpoint in effect at the millisecond in which the trade
occurs. Bats computes effective spread for each symbol in the S&P 500, reporting the count of symbols for which a
given venue is ranked either 1st, 2nd, or 3rd. In their statistics, IEX had the lowest effective spread across all venues
in nearly all of the S&P 500 symbols (Bats Global Markets, 2017e).
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(a) Equal-Weighted Time at Inside

(b) Volume-Weighted Time at Inside

(c) Equal-Weighted Size at Inside

(d) Volume-Weighted Size at Inside

Fig. 11. Equal-weighted and volume-weighted percentage of time and aggregate size available at
the NBBO, by exchange.

quote on each exchange, we compute each symbol’s percentage of size at the inside during the day
(similar to the average queue size metric in Section 4.4). If volume-weighting, we weight by the
symbol’s total market-wide volume on that day.
Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show the percentage of time at the inside quote, across all securities,
given the two different weighting schemes. Our results indicate that Nasdaq is the exchange most
frequently at the inside. PSX and IEX tend to quote at the inside in higher-volume symbols, as
their volume-weighted percent of total time at the inside is more comparable to the other venues.
NYSE’s lower ranking in this metric is because it trades Tape A securities exclusively, and our
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metrics are based on all symbols, not just those on a given tape. When we look at the percentage
of shares available at the inside quote (Figures 11(c) and 11(d)), we find that Nasdaq, Arca, NYSE,
and EDGX tend to quote the largest size at the inside. IEX tends to quote smaller size at the
inside, particularly in high-volume symbols, as its percentage of size at the inside relative to other
exchanges drops once volume-weighting is applied. Relative time at the inside will naturally reflect
relative market share (Table 1), but it may also be a second-order effect of current fee structures.
We observe that time at the inside appears to be strongly correlated with rebates for liquidity
provision, as the exchanges at the inside more often are not only the largest but also those that
employ a maker-taker pricing model.

6.2.

Locked & Crossed Markets

The prevalence of rebates in posting liquidity and the fragmentation of trading across multiple
exchanges creates the potential for both a locked market, where the bid on one exchange is simultaneously equivalent to the offer on another, and a crossed market, where the bid on one exchange
exceeds the offer on another. Locked and crossed markets impede price discovery: during such
situations the price formation process is essentially frozen, and it is unclear what the true trading
interest in a stock is. The distinct structural and fee characteristics of venues may also mean that
certain exchanges contribute to locked and crossed markets more frequently than others, as these
situations may not represent a fundamental need to buy or sell. For example, in a situation where
a buyer and seller find themselves at the same price on different markets, neither may be willing
to access the other’s quote since that would result in paying an access fee and forgoing a rebate.
To investigate each exchange’s contribution to either locked or crossed markets, we measure the
volume-weighted percent of time in a locked (crossed) market for which an exchange is quoting at
the NBBO. Each instance of a locked market is uniquely specified by the locking price and starting
time, where N BB = N BO; similarly, each instance of a crossed market is uniquely specified by
the NBB and NBO, where N BB > N BO. We volume-weight each symbol’s percentage by the
market-wide volume traded in that symbol on that day. Note that multiple venues may be at the
bid or offer during a locked market, so these percentages do not sum to exactly 100%.
Figure 12(a) illustrates the percent of time at which each exchange is at the inside during a
locked market. IEX is at the bid or offer approximately 3% of the time during locked markets.
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(a) Locked Markets

(b) Crossed Markets

Fig. 12. Volume-weighted time at the inside during locked and crossed markets, by exchange.

Contrast that with a venue such as PSX, which has less than 1% market share (Table 1) but is
on the bid or offer during locked markets 17% of the time, over 5 times as often as IEX. During
crossed markets (Figure 12(b)), we observe that IEX is at the inside 11% of the time.
In general, our results indicate that the top contributors to both locked and crossed markets
are NYSE, Nasdaq, Arca, EDGX, and BZX. These are the top 5 exchanges by market share, which
generally reflects increased quoting and trading activity, and all employ a maker-taker pricing model
that rewards liquidity providers via rebates. What is also notable is that PSX, another makertaker venue, is at the bid or offer during a locked market significantly more often—despite having
significantly lower market share—than the inverted venues and IEX. We observe a similar trend
with crossed markets, where the maker-taker venues are contributing towards a disproportionately
large fraction of crossed markets. This suggests that a venue’s contribution towards locked and
crossed markets is primarily a reflection of its overall time at the inside, which is in turn influenced
by its willingness to pay rebates to providers of liquidity.

7.

Market Stability
Market stability, which we characterize as the execution of significant volume without excess

price fluctuations, is a desirable feature in a market as it both promotes efficient price discovery as
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well as reflects a market participant’s ability to trade at accessible prices. Hence, another hallmark
of superior execution quality on a venue is quote stability, particularly around trades. We evaluate
stability by analyzing the post-trade price movement of midpoint executions (Section 7.1), as well
as the percentage of volume executed during an unstable NBBO (Section 7.2).

7.1.

Post-Trade Midpoint Movement

A relatively unstable NBBO can be unhealthy for markets. Rapid quote changes on the order of
milliseconds, for instance, are generally inaccessible without a combination of co-location and direct
feeds from exchanges (Laughlin et al., 2014). In addition, instability in the NBBO could lead to
executions at adverse prices for orders pegged to the NBBO midpoint, as shown by Ding, Hannah,
and Hendershott (2014). Market stability is partially improved with the presence of displayed
quotes (Section 6.1). But if many of those quotes are primarily incentivized by a rebate, then
in times of market distress, the rebate may not be sufficient compensation for the provision of
liquidity, leading to fleeting liquidity during periods of market instability (Easley, López de Prado,
& O’Hara, 2011).
Midpoint trades, by nature, have less informational value than trades at the NBBO because the
aggressiveness and direction of the liquidity remover cannot be determined by an outside observer.
For example, when a buyer crosses the spread to trade at the offer price, the buyer is expressing
greater urgency to trade than the resting seller. However, with a midpoint trade, the urgencies of
the parties involved are obfuscated. As such, midpoint trades increase market stability by providing
liquidity (and price improvement) with less impact on the NBBO than other executions, which is
desirable for many large traders and investors.
To examine the effect of each exchange’s midpoint liquidity on market stability, we evaluate the
percentage of executions occurring at the midpoint of the NBBO, where the midpoint is unchanged
at various snapshots after the trade.8 We consider the best overall outcome to be for the market to
remain unchanged at a snapshot following a midpoint execution, which would suggest that neither
participant was adversely selected and that information on the trade was minimized with respect to
other trades. A high value in this measure would suggest that a given venue has midpoint order flow
8

In line with our markouts computation (Section 5.1), this metric only looks at the NBBO midpoint some interval
τ after the trade. It is possible that the NBBO midpoint changed during this interval before reverting back to its
previous value. See Section 7.2 for an analysis of NBBO stability across exchanges.
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(a) Symbols with Spreads under $0.02

(b) Symbols with Spreads at least $0.02

Fig. 13. Percentage of midpoint volume where the NBBO midpoint is unchanged some time after
the trade, by exchange, broken out the symbol’s quoted NBBO spread at the time of trade.

that minimizes the impact on the NBBO. Figure 13 shows our results, with symbols with narrow
spreads (under 2 cents) at the time of trade plotted separately from those with wide spreads (2 cents
or greater) at the time of trade. Relative to other exchanges, IEX has a much larger percentage
of midpoint volume with no post-trade price movement within the first 5 seconds in wider-spread
symbols.9 Also note that at longer time intervals after the trade, micro-scale trading dynamics are
no longer in play, so these results are more likely to reflect the distribution of the securities traded
on the market.

7.2.

Quote Instability

Traditional market participants consider quote stability a desirable characteristic for a market
center; however, quote instability has become a great source of opportunity for speed-based strategies that utilize data and technology purchased directly from exchanges in order to detect price
fluctuations ahead of other participants.
To assess quote instability across exchanges, we examine midpoint volume that occurred im9

We find that the inclusion of Tick Size Pilot Program securities, whose spreads have been widened to 5 cents as
discussed in Section 3, does not affect this observation, as the results for symbols with spreads within 2 to 4 cents
are nearly identical.
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(a) Percentage of Midpoint Volume

(b) Midpoint ADV

(c) Percentage of All Volume

Fig. 14. Percentage of midpoint volume, average daily midpoint volume, and percentage of all
volume for trades executing within the 2-millisecond window immediately prior to an NBBO change.

mediately prior to an NBBO change, or during an unstable NBBO. More specifically, for every
midpoint trade on a venue, we classify it based on whether or not it executed in the 2-millisecond
window prior to an NBBO quote change.10 We then compute the midpoint volume executed either within or outside this window, which provides an approximation of the volume executed at
imminently stale prices on each exchange.
10

We evaluated volume at a number of different interval lengths (1 ms, 2 ms, 5 ms, and 10 ms), and found the
general trends to hold, so we only report results for 2-millisecond intervals here. This time length is in line with
Hasbrouck and Saar (2013), who find that the fastest traders respond to market events in about 2 to 3 milliseconds.
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We find that IEX has the lowest percentage of midpoint volume within the 2-millisecond window
prior to an NBBO change (Figure 14(a)), and the highest midpoint ADV outside the 2-millisecond
window (Figure 14(b)). In contrast, over 44% of midpoint volume on Nasdaq and NYSE executed
within 2 milliseconds of a quote change—in other words, during a soon-to-be-stale NBBO. This
indicates that executions on IEX have a stronger tendency to be during times of quote stability in
comparison to those on other exchanges, as the vast majority of IEX’s executed midpoint volume
is during a stable NBBO price. IEX’s high rank in this metric is due to both the nature of its rich
midpoint liquidity as well as the unique features of its market, such as its speed bump and the
crumbling quote signal (Section 4.2), which work in concert to prevent executions at imminently
stale prices.
We can apply the same classification scheme described above to all trades in our dataset, and
our results are shown in Figure 14(c). The connection between market stability and access fees is
most clearly visible here, where there is an obvious line of demarcation between the venues that
pay rebates to liquidity adders, and those employing an alternative pricing structure (whether
inverted or otherwise). We observe that IEX and the inverted exchanges tend to have the lowest
percentage of volume executed immediately prior to an NBBO change. We believe this to be due to
dynamics driven by the maker-taker pricing paradigm. All things being equal, firms are incentivized
to remove liquidity at the cheapest venues (i.e., that charge the lowest fee or pay a rebate). As
such, in situations where a firm only needs to execute a fraction of the displayed liquidity, and
that execution could occur anywhere, the firm may seek liquidity at BX or BYX (for which they
would be paid rebates). Conversely, if a firm needs to execute a very large order, such as one
that exceeds the aggregate amount displayed across all venues, the firm would need to access each
exchange with a displayed quote. In these cases, a firm accessing liquidity on a venue charging
a high fee is more likely to do so en route to clearing out (or attempting to clear out) an entire
price level. Therefore, the proportion of volume executed as part of a market-wide sweep is more
likely to be significantly higher on the venues that charge the maximum fee, which contributes to
a less stable NBBO on those maximum-fee exchanges. However, as discussed above, venues that
charge the maximum access fee generally also provide the largest rebates to adders of liquidity. As
such, market participants who route orders to these maximum-fee venues in pursuit of the largest
possible rebate are more likely to be adversely selected.
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8.

Conclusions
The recent introduction of Investors Exchange, or IEX, offers the opportunity to evaluate com-

parative execution quality across the incumbent U.S. stock exchanges and identify potential drivers
behind qualitative disparities in performance. In this study, we primarily use publicly available
Daily TAQ data in an effort to promote transparency, and we focus on four dimensions of market
quality: liquidity provision, execution costs, price discovery, and market stability. One limitation
of this study is that we analyze a non-exhaustive set of execution quality metrics. Additionally,
execution quality on the level of an individual market participant is a direct byproduct of brokers’
interactions with a given market. However, we believe that our use of publicly available TAQ data
(instead of venue or broker-specific data) facilitates further analyses of execution quality across
different exchanges. We hope that our study empowers market participants to conduct their own
analyses of venue performance going forward.
Notably, we observe a wide range of execution quality across venues, and our results suggest a
consistent trend in venue stratification by fee structure across a number of performance metrics.
For instance, we find that the inverted exchanges and IEX offer the most favorable trade markouts
for passive orders, indicating higher potential profit, whereas market participants on maker-taker
exchanges are at greater risk of adverse selection. In fact, traders with orders on maker-taker venues
tend to be on average half a cent worse off per share immediately after executing, versus if they had
executed on an inverted exchange or IEX. This means that by placing orders on maker-taker venues
in order to receive rebates of approximately 20 to 30 mils per share, brokers are implicitly costing
their customers as much as 50 mils per share—so these rebates, even if passed on the customer,
may not compensate for potentially inferior execution quality.
The inverted exchanges also tend to offer a more stable market than the maker-taker venues:
they have a higher percentage of midpoint volume with no post-trade price movement, as well as
less volume during an unstable NBBO. This is another byproduct of the dynamics driven by the
maker-taker pricing paradigm. A greater portion of the volume on maker-taker venues charging the
maximum access fee tends to be from market-wide sweeps, in comparison to the inverted exchanges,
simply because taking liquidity on those venues is more expensive. This contributes to a less stable
NBBO on those maker-taker venues. However, given that venues charging the maximum fee to take
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generally also offer the largest rebates to add, market participants who route orders in pursuit of
the largest possible rebate are essentially self-selecting into market centers with an unstable NBBO.
In addition, our results also demonstrate that average queue sizes tend to be stratified by
fee structure, with the shortest queues on the inverted exchanges. Shorter queues reflect less
competition at the inside and greater likelihood of execution. Yet the inverted venues and IEX trade
less volume than the maker-taker exchanges and have shorter queues. This provides compelling
evidence of certain brokers’ prioritization of rebates over best execution when making routing
decisions.
In aggregate, these results suggest that the disparities in market quality across exchanges are
fundamentally an outgrowth of access fees and rebates. Maker-taker and inverted pricing regimes
perpetuate economic incentives misaligned with the tenets of best execution, as market participants
executing orders on behalf of their customers have to weigh their financial interests against their
best execution obligations. Brokers have a clear economic incentive to route passive order flow to
traditional maker-taker exchanges over other venues. Therefore, despite greater adverse selection,
less stability around executions, significantly longer queues at the inside, and a lower probability
of execution, the maker-taker exchanges dominate the U.S. equities trading landscape in market
share.
The conclusions we draw herein illustrate the significant impact of market structure on trading
outcomes. Structural inefficiencies in today’s equity markets have exacerbated conflicts of interest
between brokers, investors, and exchanges. Proffering rebates for liquidity provision can incentivize
behavior detrimental to market quality, as it promotes the expedient or cost-effective option over
the one best for the customer. Resolving this conflict will be paramount to achieve fair, orderly
markets that promote interactions between natural investors, and that contribute towards price
formation and the efficient allocation of capital.
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Appendix
Query 1: Core Trades
/
Function which, in conjunction with filterTrades, is meant to provide a standardized base of trade data for
use in calculating various trade-based metrics. Retrieves data for all trades on a given date, with an
option to filter for a given set of symbols.
The primary fields of interest are the symbol, the time, size, and price of trade, the executing venue, and
the prevailing NBBO; others include midpoint and block status, which are used for certain metrics, as
well as other metadata used for filtering.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
symList (Optional) List of symbols to which to limit the data
\
getTrades:{[d;symList]
c:enlist (=;`date;d); if[count symList;c,:(in;`sym;enlist symList)];
tt:?[trade;c;0b;{x!x}`sym`time`size`price`ex`cond`corr`tte];
tt:tt lj 1!select sym:taqsym,tape,etf:sectype=`ETF,isTestSym from .ustaq.getRefDataForDate[d];
tt:aj[`sym`time;tt;select `p#sym,time,bid,ask from nbbo where date=d];
tt:update midTrade:price=mid from update `long$size,mid:0.5*bid+ask from tt;
tt:update buy:price<=mid,block:(size>=10000)|(price*size)>=2e9 from tt;
tt:update ex:"T" from tt where ex="Q";
tt
};
/
Function which, in conjunction with getTrades, is meant to provide a standardized base of trade data for use
in calculating various trade-based metrics. Takes the output of getTrades and filters across various
fields to provide a dataset intended to best resemble continuous trading.
The filters are as follows:
Excluding the TRF
Excluding the pre- and post-market sessions
Excluding most last-sale ineligible trades, most notably auctions
Excluding corrections
Excluding symbol BRK.A
Excluding test symbols
Excluding trades in locked, crossed, zero- and one-sided markets
Excluding trade-through exempt trades outside the NBBO
Excluding trades more than 10% outside the NBBO
Parameters:
tt
Table of trades to filter (usually the output of getTrades)
\
filterTrades:{[tt]
// Trade-based filters
tt:select from tt where ex<>"D";
tt:select from tt where time within (09:30;16:00);
tt:select from tt where not cond like "*[BCGHLMNOPQRTUVWZ456789]*";
tt:select from tt where corr like "0[01]";
tt:select from tt where sym<>`BRK.A;
tt:select from tt where isTestSym="N";
// Market
tt:select
tt:select
tt:select
tt
};

data-based filters
from tt where bid<ask,bid>0,ask<0W;
from tt where not (tte="1")&(price<bid)|price>ask;
from tt where price within (bid-0.1*mid;ask+0.1*mid);
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Query 2: Midpoint & Block Volume
/
Function which sums trade volume on a given date by whether it occurred at the prevailing NBBO midpoint and
whether it was a block, as well as other categories of interest including executing venue, tape, and
whether the symbol was an ETF.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
\
getMidBlockVolume:{[d]
0!select sum size by ex,tape,etf,midTrade,block from filterTrades[getTrades[d;()]]
};
/
Function which aggregates the outputs of getMidBlockVolume run on multiple days.
Parameters:
tt
Table of razed getMidBlockVolume outputs
\
aggMidBlockVolume:{[tt]
0!select sum size by ex,tape,etf,midTrade,block from tt
};

Query 3: Hidden Volume
/
Function which calculates the percentage of trades and volume on IEX on a given date that are against hidden
resting orders, meant to replicate methodology used for SEC MIDAS data.
Runs against IEX proprietary data, not TAQ; this is provided for context as IEX data is currently unavailable
through MIDAS.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
\
getMidasHiddenVolumeStream:{[d]
sidList:exec SymbolId from getLatestSecurityRefData[d] where SecurityType=`CommonStock;
tt:select SymbolId,SequenceTime,LastSize,LastMarket,TradeLiquidityIndicator from mTrade where date=d;
tt:select from tt where SymbolId in sidList,LastMarket=`IEXG,SequenceTime within (09:35;16:00);
tt:select Volume:`long$LastSize,Hidden:TradeLiquidityIndicator in `I`S from tt;
tt:select Trades:count i,HiddenTrades:sum Hidden,sum Volume,HiddenVolume:sum Volume*Hidden from tt;
update date:d,HiddenRate:100*HiddenTrades%Trades,HiddenVolumeRate:100*HiddenVolume%Volume from tt
};

Query 4: Queue Size
/
Function which calculates the time-weighted average size available at the NBBO inside by executing venue for a
given date.
Due to the relative size of NBBO data, this function allows for partitioning the symbol universe and serially
running each partition.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
n
Number of partitions
\
getQueueSize:{[d;n]
symList:(select distinct sym from nbbo where date=d)`sym;
nn:raze {[d;symList]
nn:select sym,time,bexs,bsizes,asizes,aexs from nbbo where date=d,sym in symList;
nn:update dur:next deltas 09:30|16:00&time by sym from nn;
nn:update `p#sym from select from nn where dur>0;
raze {[nn;s]
nn:select from nn where sym=s;
bids:ungroup `dur xkey select dur,ex:bexs,bsizes from nn;
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asks:ungroup `dur xkey select dur,ex:aexs,asizes from nn;
0!(select AvgBidSize:(sum dur*bsizes)%("n"$06:30) by sym:s,ex from bids) uj
(select AvgAskSize:(sum dur*asizes)%("n"$06:30) by sym:s,ex from asks)
}[nn;] each distinct nn`sym
}[d;] each ((n|1),0N)#symList;
update date:d from nn lj 1!select sym:taqsym,roundlot from .ustaq.getRefDataForDate[d]
};
/
Function which aggregates the outputs of getQueueSize run on multiple days.
Parameters:
nn
Table of razed getQueueSize outputs
\
aggQueueSize:{[nn]
index:(cross/){?[x;();1b;{x!x}enlist y]}[nn] each `date`sym`ex;
nn:update 0^AvgBidSize,0^AvgAskSize,100^roundlot from index lj `date`sym`ex xkey nn;
0!select AvgBidAsk:avg 0.5*roundlot*AvgBidSize+AvgAskSize by ex from nn
};

Query 5: Markouts
/
Helper function which takes a table of trades and a table of NBBO data, and augments the trade table with
markout data at the given time lags.
Markouts are defined for a buy order as the difference between the NBBO midpoint at (trade time + lag, capped
at the close) and the trade price, and the reverse for a sell order. In an effort to mitigate the
impact of outliers, markouts are nulled if the reference NBBO at the lagged time is too wide. Also
provided is the option to calculate markouts in percentage terms by dividing by the NBBO midpoint at
the time of trade.
Parameters:
tt
Table of trades
nn
Table of NBBO data
lags
List of time lags (long type, representing ms) at which to calculate markouts
bPct
Boolean that enables percentage-based calculations
\
addMarkouts:{[tt;nn;lags;bPct]
nn:select `p#sym,time,mid:?[ask within (bid%3;bid*3);0.5*bid+ask;0n] from nn;
f:{[tt;nn;bPct;lag]
xx:aj[`sym`time;select sym,(time+lag*1000000)&16:00,buy,price,tMid:mid from tt;nn];
exec ?[buy;1;-1]*(mid-price)%?[bPct;tMid;1] from xx
};
tt ,' flip (`$"m" ,/: string lags)!f[tt;nn;bPct] each lags
};
/
Helper function which aggregates markout data by volume weighting across trades. Applies to both the raw
output of addMarkouts as well as the output of a previous run of itself.
Parameters:
tt
Table of markouts to aggregate
lags
List of time lags (long type, representing ms) to aggregate
aggUnit List of columns to aggregate by
bInit
Boolean set to true if aggregating raw data, and false if re-aggregating previous output
\
aggMarkouts:{[tt;lags;aggUnit;bInit]
mCols:`$"m" ,/: sLags:string lags;
sCols:`$"size" ,/: sLags;
a:$[bInit;`size ,/: mCols;sCols ,' mCols];
0!?[tt;();{x!x}aggUnit;(`size,sCols,mCols)!(enlist (sum;`size)),({sum x where y<>0n};{x wavg y}) cross a]
};
/
Helper function which aggregates markout data not by a weighted average but by accumulating trade counts and
volume based on the direction of the markout. Applies to both the raw output of addMarkouts as well as
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the output of a previous run of itself.
Parameters:
tt
Table of markouts to aggregate
lags
List of time lags (long type, representing ms) to aggregate
aggUnit List of columns to aggregate by
bInit
Boolean set to true if aggregating raw data, and false if re-aggregating previous output
\
aggMarkoutDir:{[tt;lags;aggUnit;bInit]
mCols:`$"m" ,/: sLags:string lags;
tvns:`$(string (tvn:`trades`size)) cross sLags;
if[bInit;
tt:update trades:1j from tt;
tt:?[tt;();(aggUnit,mCols)!aggUnit,{?[0n=x;-2;signum x]} ,' mCols;{x!sum ,' x}tvn];
tt:raze {[tt;aggUnit;mCols;tvn;tvns;s]
tt:?[tt;();{x!x}aggUnit;tvns!({[x;y;z] sum x where y=z}[;s;] ,/: tvn) cross mCols];
update sign:s from 0!tt
}[tt;aggUnit;mCols;tvn;tvns] each -1 0 1;
];
0!?[tt;();{x!x}aggUnit,`sign;{x!sum ,' x}tvns]
};
/
Function which calculates three variants of markouts at a given set of time lags for a given date and
aggregates by a given set of columns. Returns a dictionary containing all three result sets, which can
then be further aggregated if necessary using aggMarkouts/aggMarkoutDir.
The variants are:
std
Standard (not percentage-based) markouts for trades at the bid or offer
pct
Percentage-based markouts for trades at the bid or offer
midDir Directional trade and volume counts for trades at the midpoint
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
lags
List of time lags (long type, representing ms) at which to calculate markouts
aggUnit List of columns to aggregate by
\
getMarkoutTypes:{[d;lags;aggUnit]
tt:filterTrades[getTrades[d;()]];
tt:update spreadBin:{x x bin y}[0 1 100 200 300 400 500;ask-bid] from tt;
nn:select `p#sym,time,bid,ask from nbbo where date=d,sym in asc distinct tt`sym;
ttm:addMarkouts[tt;nn;lags;0b];
ttp:addMarkouts[tt;nn;lags;1b];
std:aggMarkouts[select from ttm where (price=bid)|price=ask;lags;aggUnit;1b];
pct:aggMarkouts[select from ttp where (price=bid)|price=ask;lags;aggUnit;1b];
midDir:aggMarkoutDir[select from ttm where midTrade;lags;aggUnit;1b];
`std`pct`midDir!(std;pct;midDir)
};

Query 6: Effective Spread & Quoted Spread
/
Function which calculates the average effective spread and NBBO quoted spread by executing venue on a given
date.
Effective spread is defined as twice the absolute difference between the trade price and prevailing NBBO mid
at the time of trade. EQ ratio is defined as the ratio between the effective spread and the NBBO
quoted spread, which is the width of the prevailing NBBO at the time of trade. Both effective spread
and the EQ ratio are aggregated by volume weighting across trades. In an effort to mitigate the impact
of outliers, trades are excluded if the reference NBBO at the time of trade is too wide.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
\
getEQ:{[d]
tt:select from filterTrades[getTrades[d;()]] where ask<=3*bid;
tt:update eq:es%ask-bid from update es:2*abs price-mid from tt;
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0!select sum size,size wavg es,size wavg eq by ex from tt
};
/
Function which aggregates the outputs of getEQ run on multiple days.
Parameters:
tt
Table of razed getEQ outputs
\
aggEQ:{[tt]
0!select size wavg es,size wavg eq by ex from tt
};
/
Function which calculates the average quoted spread by executing venue on a given date.
Quoted spread is defined as the width of the BBO of the executing venue at the time of trade. Quoted spread is
aggregated by volume weighting across trades. In an effort to mitigate the impact of outliers, trades
are excluded if the reference BBO at the time of trade is too wide.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
\
getVenueQS:{[d]
tt:select from filterTrades[getTrades[d;()]] where ask<=3*bid;
tt:raze {[d;tt;s]
tt:select from tt where sym=s;
qq:`ex`time xasc select ex,time,bid,ask from quote where date=d,sym=s;
tt:aj[`ex`time;tt;qq];
tt
}[d;update `p#sym from tt] each distinct tt`sym;
tt:select from tt where bid<ask,bid>0,ask<0W,ask<=3*bid;
0!select sum size,venueqs:size wavg ask-bid by ex from tt
};
/
Function which aggregates the outputs of getVenueQS run on multiple days.
Parameters:
tt
Table of razed getVenueQS outputs
\
aggVenueQS:{[tt]
0!select size wavg venueqs by ex from tt
};

Query 7: Price Improvement
/
Function which calculates average price improvement per executing venue on a given date.
Price improvement is defined as the difference between the prevailing NBO and the trade price for a buy
remover, and the difference between the trade price and the prevailing NBB for a sell remover. Since
getTrades signs trades from the perspective of the likely adder, this function needs to reverse the
side for the proper price improvement perspective. In an effort to mitigate the impact of outliers,
trades are excluded if the reference NBBO at the time of trade is too wide.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
\
getPI:{[d]
tt:select from filterTrades[getTrades[d;()]] where ask<=3*bid;
tt:update pi:?[not buy;ask-price;price-bid] from tt;
0!select sum size,size wavg pi by ex,piFlag:pi>0 from tt
};
/
Function which aggregates the outputs of getPI run on multiple days.
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Parameters:
tt
Table of razed getPI outputs
\
aggPI:{[tt]
tt:update piSize:size*piFlag from tt;
0!select sum size,piPct:(sum piSize)%sum size,piAvg:piSize wavg pi,piOverall:size wavg pi by ex from tt
};
/
Function which calculates price improvement from the perspective of the IEX Router on a given date.
Price improvement here is defined for a buy order as the difference between the child order limit and the
trade price, and the reverse for a sell order. This is a reasonable proxy as the IEX Router always
prices its aggressive child orders at its understanding of the NBBO inside.
Runs against IEX proprietary data, not TAQ; this is provided to supplement the TAQ version with a data set
where it is explicitly known that the remover is trying to cross the spread.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
\
getPIStream:{[d]
c:((=;`date;d);(|;(<>;`LastMarket;enlist `IEXG);(=;`AddRemoveFlag;enlist `Removed)));
a:`SymbolId`SequenceTime`LastSize`LastPrice`LastMarket`OrderSide`OrderLimit;
tt:update `long$LastSize,LastPrice%10000 from ?[FixMessage_FillFromVenue;c;0b;a!a];
tt:update pi:?[OrderSide=`Buy;1;-1]*OrderLimit-LastPrice from tt;
tt:tt lj 1!select SymbolId,Symbol,IsTestSymbol from getLatestSecurityRefData[d];
nn:select `p#SymbolId,SequenceTime,bid:BestBidPrice,ask:BestAskPrice from NbboUpdate where date=d;
tt:update mid:0.5*bid+ask from aj[`SymbolId`SequenceTime;tt;nn];
tt:select from tt where SequenceTime within (09:30;16:00);
tt:select from tt where Symbol<>`BRK.A;
tt:select from tt where not IsTestSymbol;
tt:select from tt where bid<ask,bid>0,ask<0W;
tt:select from tt where not (LastPrice<bid)|LastPrice>ask;
tt:select from tt where LastPrice within (bid-0.1*mid;ask+0.1*mid);
0!select size:sum LastSize,LastSize wavg pi by ex:LastMarket,piFlag:pi>0 from tt
};

Query 8: Time & Size at Inside
/
Function which calculates the time and size-weighted time spent at one and both sides of the NBBO inside by
executing venue for a given date. Output is partitioned by whether the NBBO was locked, crossed, or
neither; a subset can be used, for example, to calculate a venue's contributions to just locked
markets.
Due to the relative size of NBBO data, this function allows for partitioning the symbol universe and serially
running each partition.
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
n
Number of partitions
\
getTimeAtInside:{[d;n]
symList:(select distinct sym from nbbo where date=d)`sym;
raze {[d;symList]
nn:select `p#sym,time,bexs,bsizes,bid,ask,asizes,aexs from nbbo where date=d,sym in symList;
nn:select from (update dur:next deltas 09:30|16:00&time by sym from nn) where dur>0;
nn:update lctype:`crossed`locked`normal 1+signum ask-bid from nn;
xx:raze {[nn;l]
f:({first x where y=z}[;;l]');
nn:update vbsize:0^f[bsizes;bexs],vasize:0^f[asizes;aexs] from nn;
nn:update sides:(vbsize>0)+vasize>0 from nn;
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0!select sum dur,sDur:sum dur*vbsize+vasize by ex:l,lctype,sym,sides from nn
}[nn;] each "ABCJKMNPTXYZV";
xx:xx lj select sum `long$size by sym from trade where date=d,sym in symList,isVolumeEligible;
update date:d from xx
}[d;] each ((n|1),0N)#symList
};
/
Function which aggregates the outputs of getTimeAtInside run on multiple days. Aggregates across symbols and
dates both by straight average and by weighting by the symbol volume for each day.
Parameters:
nn
Table of razed getTimeAtInside outputs
\
aggTimeAtInside:{[nn]
nn:update bOr:sides>0,bAnd:sides=2 from update sDur%sum sDur by date,sym from nn;
nn:select orPct:(sum dur*bOr)%sum dur,andPct:(sum dur*bAnd)%sum dur,first size,
orSPct:(sum sDur*bOr),andSPct:(sum sDur*bAnd) by date,sym,ex from nn;
0!(select avg orPct,avg andPct,avg orSPct,avg andSPct by agg:`avg,ex from nn) uj
(select size wavg orPct,size wavg andPct,size wavg orSPct,size wavg andSPct by agg:`volwavg,ex from nn)
};

Query 9: Market Stability
/
Function which calculates what portion of trade volume is followed by a stable NBBO for each of a given list
of time lags by executing venue on a given date.
A trade is considered to have been stable for a given lag if there are no NBBO price changes in the interval
(time of trade;time of trade+lag).
Parameters:
d
Date atom for which to pull data
lags
List of time lags (long type, representing ms) at which to calculate stability
\
getStableStats:{[d;lags]
tt:filterTrades[getTrades[d;()]];
nn:select `p#sym,time from nbbo where date=d,(sym<>prev sym)|(bid<>prev bid)|(ask<>prev ask);
nn:update ntime:next time by sym from nn;
tt:aj[`sym`time;tt;nn];
f:{[tt;lag]
![tt;();0b;(enlist `$"stable",string lag)!enlist ({not x within (y;y+1e6*z)};`ntime;`time;lag)]
};
tt:f/[tt;lags];
cs:`$"stable",/: string lags;
0!?[tt;();{x!x}`ex`midTrade;(`size,cs)!(enlist (sum;`size)),({sum x where y};`size) ,/: cs]
};
/
Function which aggregates the outputs of getStableStats run on multiple days.
Parameters:
tt
Table of razed getStableStats outputs
lags
List of time lags (long type, representing ms) to aggregate
\
aggStableStats:{[tt;lags]
cs:`$"stable",/: string lags;
0!?[tt;();{x!x}`ex`midTrade;{x!sum ,' x}`size,cs]
};
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